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The term "origin" in Darwin not the "source" but the "production". Gautier was not alone in understanding this. The translator of a book by the German philosopher Eduard von Hartmann (1877) also referred to Darwin's "Formation des espèces", accurately rendering Darwin's notion of origin.
French translators were not the only ones to grapple with the notion of "origin", however. A similar hesitation can be documented in German. Darwin's first German translator, H. G. Bronn, used "Entstehung" (process of origination) for "origin"; but Darwin's second German translator, Victor Carus, suggested that the title should be changed from "Enstehung" into "Ursprung" (primitive source)-a suggestion that Darwin eventually rejected as being a potential cause of trouble with readers (Hoquet 2009 ). One can easily see here that if Darwin had chosen a different title, or if translators had paid attention to the meaning of "origin", some profound misreadings of Darwin's theory would have been avoided.
In fact, far from clear-cut, each word in Darwin's title was a cause of incomprehension for German translators, and the source of many debates. Almost every word of the English title was susceptible of at least two different interpretations (Table 1) . Translators only agreed on one word: species was universally translated as "Arten". But this does not mean that "Arten" is a good choice for the notion of species as Darwin intended it. Indeed, "Arten" is a very bad equivalent, as it suggests "kinds" or "types".
Another terminological issue with Darwin's Origin deals with the famous "tree of life". A close reading of the chapter 4 of the Origin demonstrates that Darwin did not consider that his diagram, strictly speaking, was a "tree". The simile of the tree is only present in the final paragraph of the text and Darwin suggests that it is a popular and rhetorical device that can be explained through his theory. While acknowledging that "this simile largely speaks the truth" (1859: 129), Darwin never explicitly endorses it. Therefore, why call the famous illustration a "tree", when Darwin never really did so himself? In fact, Darwin should be distinguished from a thinker like Haeckel: the English naturalist's diagram depicts a general mechanism at work, and not a genealogical tree putting several taxonomic groups into relation. The "Origin" is a process of origination, and this is what the diagram shows.
Hesitation between terms shows how contradictory interpretations of Darwin's project are easily found and grounded in Darwin's text itself. Subsequent translations not only overshadowed the original meaning with new connotations foreign to the original; they also functioned like an optical prism, diffusing the original clarity of Darwin's concept into a multiplicity of possible meanings and, as we have seen, into a plurality of possible Darwins.
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